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Preamble
“I would not wish the task of a macroeconomic time-series
econometrician on a mangy dog. Especially not now.”
Brad Delong, October 2008
“With four parameters I can fit an elephant, and with five I can
make him wiggle his trunk.”
John von Neumann
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Patterns from the Past: 1980Q1-2007Q3
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Returning to Trend? By 2020? Shift to Lower Trend?
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A Check on Overfitting
-Carry out an “out-of-sample” (OOS) forecasting experiment:
Idea is to mimic what would have happened if, over time, a
researcher had used a particular technique to produce forecast
values for an economic variable of interest, e.g., real GDP.
Only information that would have been available at a
particular point in time is used to make the forecast.
I For example, in trying to mimic producing a forecast for the
first quarter of 2013, only information that would have been
known as of the fourth quarter of 2012 would be used.
Since “future” values are known when doing the experiment,
accuracy of mimicked forecasts can be evaluated.
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Some of My OOS Forecasting Papers
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Economics 6390: Research
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Economics 6390: Research
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Economics 6390: Research
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CAPM Paper
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Economics 3343 (WI): Econometrics
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Integrating Research into Teaching
I have carried out and published many OOS forecasting
studies:
I In our MS program’s capstone research course, I lead my
students through such exercises.
I have published CAPM research:
I The research project in Economics 3343 (WI), which most of
our majors take, is based on the CAPM.
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